Intervisibility between entities in a Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) environment is a mandatory, computationally expensive process. A Computer Generated Forces (CGF) system must determine the intervisibility status between each of its controlled entities and each of the other entities in the simulation and it must make these determinations at frequent intervals. Previous work has focused on developing algorithms to perform intervisibility determinations as quickly as possible. In this work, the problem was approached differently. Instead of speeding each intervisibility determination, heuristics were developed for reducing the number of determinations needed, thereby reducing the computational expense of intervisibility. These results are independent of terrain representation and thereby applicable to any CGF system. Keywords: intervisibility, line of sight, computer generated forces, distributed interactive simulation.
The phrase "intervisibility update" (IU) is used when an entity determines which of its opponents it can see. If there are n opponents in a scenario, A will do n individual (i.e., A -to -B) intervisibility determinations. An IU for an entity is initiated upon receipt of an "intervisibility update message." The periodicity of these messages is determined by the "intervisibility update rate" (IUR).
Whenever the intervisibility status changes (from blocked to unblocked or vice -versa) an intervisibility "transition" is said to occur.
Computational methods and cost
Three algorithms to efficiently conduct an intervisibility determination between two entities were previously developed and evaluated at ISTB:
1. Algorithm F: Grid /edge method 2. Algorithm C: DCEL Traversal method and 3. Algorithm P: Triangle Traversal method.
Algorithm F is in use in the IST CGF research Testbed; a brief description of the intervisibility determination algorithm and its time complexity is given in Section 4.1.
Since extensive terrain checks are required to determine intervisibility status (blocked or unblocked) and the checks themselves are complicated, it comes as no surprise that the intervisibility computation taxes a system's resources. Very high intervisibility rates (more IU messages per second) have shown to load a CGF system so much that the generated vehicle behavior degrades. Thus, it is important that the time spent in performing intervisibility determinations be reduced without sacrificing the tactical behavior of vehicles.
The time consumed by the intervisibility procedure is not the sole cost of doing intervisibility determinations. Internal system messages to initiate intervisibility updates require handling and delivery. If IU rates are increased, the delivery costs may become significant.
Statement of the problem
The goal of the research described in this report is to reduce the total computational load of intervisibility determinations on a CGF system. The reduction is to be achieved in a manner that has a minimum impact on the realism of the CGF entities' behaviors generated by the system.
IST's previous intervisibility research8 focused on efficient intervisibility determination within a polygonal terrain database. For the current work, an attempt was made to reduce the number of intervisibility determinations made by a CGF system. The approach taken was to design, implement, and evaluate heuristics which would decide which intervisibility determinations could be skipped or delayed without affecting the CGF
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Algorithm F is in use in the 1ST CGF research Testbed; a brief description of the intervisibility determination algorithm and its time complexity is given in Section 4.1.
Statement of the problem
IST's previous intervisibility research8 focused on efficient intervisibility determination within a polygonal terrain database. For the current work, an attempt was made to reduce the number of intervisibility determinations made by a CGF system. The approach taken was to design, implement, and evaluate heuristics which would decide which intervisibility determinations could be skipped or delayed without affecting the CGF entities' behavior. An important characteristic of this heuristic approach is that it is independent of terrain database format. As a result, the heuristics described and evaluated herein can be used in any CGF system.
Intervisibility in the IST CGF Testbed
This section discusses the way intervisibility is done in the IST CGF Testbed and the data structures used to track entity intervisibility status, i.e., who has intervisibility to whom.
Lutervisibility determination algorithm
Algorithm F8, the Grid edge traversal method algorithm, is used in the IST CGF Testbed for computing intervisibility between entities. The CGF Testbed's internal terrain database format is a polygonal database. The surface of the terrain is represented in the database by contiguous non -overlapped polygons; the 3D vertices of each polygon are used to compute the height of any point within the polygon. The terrain database is divided into 500 meter x 500 meter squares called patches. Each patch is composed of sixteen 125 meter x 125 meter squares called grids. The polygons are represented as edge lists and vertex lists.
Determining intervisibility is computationally expensive because all the edges of the polygons in the grids containing the LOS must be checked to see whether they intersect the LOS in two dimensions. If a polygon edge/LOS intersection is found, the algorithm calculates whether the intersection lies above the LOS or below it in three dimensions. If the intersection is above the LOS, the LOS is blocked by the polygon edge; otherwise the LOS passes above the edge and is unblocked by that edge. The large number of polygon edge/LOS tests, the complexity of determining the intersections, and establishing whether the intersections lie above or below the LOS produce a time consuming computation.
The sightings list and intervisibility update duration
Each entity in the simulation keeps track of its sighting status to other entities by maintaining a sightings list. A sightings list is a linear array that is a snapshot of the intervisibility status in the simulation for an entity.
The sightings list is a doubly linked list containing SIGHTINGS_ENTRY records. Each SIGHTINGS_ENTRY record describes the entity on whom sighting is being done, i.e., the target entity. The intervisibility status is one of: LOS_ERROR, LOS_INVISIBLE, LOS_DETECTED, LOS_RECOGNIZED and LOS_IDENTIFIED. These levels refer to how well the entity can see the target entity.
During an intervisibility update, an entity does point -to -point intervisibility determinations to all target entities within visual range. Depending on the result of the point -to -point intervisibility determination (can the target entity be seen ?) the status of the target entity is updated. New entities (those not already on the sightings list) are added to entities' behavior. An important characteristic of this heuristic approach is that it is independent of terrain database format. As a result, the heuristics described and evaluated herein can be used in any CGF system.
Intervisibilitv in the 1ST CGF Testbed
This section discusses the way intervisibility is done in the 1ST CGF Testbed and the data structures used to track entity intervisibility status, i.e., who has intervisibility to whom.
Iutervisibility determination algorithm
Algorithm F8, the Grid edge traversal method algorithm, is used in the 1ST CGF Testbed for computing intervisibility between entities. The CGF Testbed's internal terrain database format is a polygonal database. The surface of the terrain is represented in the database by contiguous non-overlapped polygons; the 3D vertices of each polygon are used to compute the height of any point within the polygon. The terrain database is divided into 500 meter x 500 meter squares called patches. Each patch is composed of sixteen 125 meter x 125 meter squares called grids. The polygons are represented as edge lists and vertex lists.
The sightings list and intervisibility update duration
The sightings list is a doubly linked list containing SIGHTINGS_ENTRY records. Each SIGHTINGS_ENTRY record describes the entity on whom sighting is being done, i.e., the target entity. The intervisibility status is one of: LOS_ERROR, LOS_INVISIBLE, LOS_DETECTED, LOS_RECOGNIZED and LOSJDENTIFIED. These levels refer to how well the entity can see the target entity.
During an intervisibility update, an entity does point-to-point intervisibility determinations to all target entities within visual range. Depending on the result of the point-to-point intervisibility determination (can the target entity be seen?) the status of the target entity is updated. New entities (those not already on the sightings list) are added to the list. Target entities which have remained invisible for a time greater than the "sighting persistence" limit are removed from the sightings list.
Receipt of an IU message triggers an entity to do its intervisibility update. When the intervisibility update is completed, the entity sends itself another IU message. Table 4 .2-A gives a description of the terms used in connection with intervisibility update durations and rates. Base Update Duration. The IUD is initially set to this value which is read from a configuration file (sim.lod). The BUD is a constant for the simulation and is also measured in one hundredths of a second. BUR Base Update Rate. This is the initial frequency of the intervisibility updates and is the inverse of the BUD Ideally, an IUD of 25 would cause an entity to do 4 intervisibility updates per second (an IUR of 4), while an IUD of 400 would, ideally, cause the entity to do 1 update every 4 seconds (an IUR of 0.25). If we are using an IUD of 100, we expect updates to be done at t +1 seconds, t +2 seconds, etc. The "ideal" IUR is always a maximum because of the systems clock granularity and various kinds of system overhead.
Assuming an intervisibility update requires At seconds and the IUD is t seconds, the intervisibility updates would occur every t +At seconds without adjustment. To maintain the expected rate, messages should be queued with delays of t -At seconds rather than t seconds. Even this will fail to establish the desired rate because messages may be arbitrarily delayed in an overloaded system. Note that the standard IST CGF Testbed makes no such adjustment; the user specifies a duration and this is used as specified. The actual IUR varies with the intervisibility algorithm and system load, but is always less than 100/IUD. Although at lower IURs (i.e., high IUDs) these delays are insignificant, one type of heuristic to be examined later, Continuous Intervisibility Determination Avoidance (CIDA), Section 5.1.5, requires precise message delays because of the high message rates involved, Messages in the system are always "late" because of other messages ahead of them in the message queue, the computer's clock granularity, and other factors. The high Distributed Interactive Simulation Systems in the Aerospace Environment / 303 the list. Target entities which have remained invisible for a time greater than the "sighting persistence" limit are removed from the sightings list.
Receipt of an IU message triggers an entity to do its intervisibility update. When the intervisibility update is completed, the entity sends itself another IU message. Table 4 .2-A gives a description of the terms used in connection with intervisibility update durations and rates. Base Update Duration. The IUD is initially set to this value which is read from a configuration file (sim.lod). The BUD is a constant for the simulation and is also measured in one hundredths of a second. BUR Base Update Rate. This is the initial frequency of the intervisibility updates and is the inverse of the BUD Ideally, an IUD of 25 would cause an entity to do 4 intervisibility updates per second (an IUR of 4), while an IUD of 400 would, ideally, cause the entity to do 1 update every 4 seconds (an IUR of 0.25). If we are using an IUD of 100, we expect updates to be done at t+1 seconds, t+2 seconds, etc. The "ideal" IUR is always a maximum because of the systems clock granularity and various kinds of system overhead.
Assuming an intervisibility update requires At seconds and the IUD is t seconds, the intervisibility updates would occur every t+At seconds without adjustment. To maintain the expected rate, messages should be queued with delays of t-At seconds rather than t seconds. Even this will fail to establish the desired rate because messages may be arbitrarily delayed in an overloaded system. Note that the standard 1ST CGF Testbed makes no such adjustment; the user specifies a duration and this is used as specified. The actual IUR varies with the intervisibility algorithm and system load, but is always less than 100/IUD.
Although at lower IURs (i.e., high IUDs) these delays are insignificant, one type of heuristic to be examined later, Continuous Intervisibility Determination Avoidance (CIDA), Section 5.1.5, requires precise message delays because of the high message rates involved. Messages in the system are always "late" because of other messages ahead of them m the message queue, the computer's clock granularity, and other factors. The high message rate requested for CIDA heuristics exacerbates this problem even further. In order to achieve the message rate for these heuristics, the software makes an adjustment to the message delay.
Intervisibility heuristics
The intervisibility heuristics implemented as part of this project and their characteristics are represented by Table 5 -A. A "X" in a column means the characteristic is supported by the implemented heuristic. Physical heuristics attempt to reduce the number of intervisibility determinations by using some physical characteristic of intervisibility whereas behavioral heuristics exploit vehicle behavior.
A good example of a physical heuristic is the symmetry heuristic (discussed in Section 5.1.2). It is based on the physical nature of light that if A can see B then B can see A.
Thus, the physical nature of light is the basis behind this heuristic.
Behavioral heuristics attempt to reduce the intervisibility determinations by using some behavior being done by an entity. The coarse -grain and fine -grain heuristics are all behavioral heuristics.
Varying the base update rate
The frequency of intervisibility updates is controlled by the intervisibility update duration (IUD). The IUD is initially set to the base update duration (BUD), which is defined by the user in a support file (sim.lod).
In battles fought in obstructed or hilly terrain, a low IUR may have a deleterious effect on the scenario. Sightings that could have been possible during periods of brief 304 / Critical Reviews Vol. CR58 message rate requested for CIDA heuristics exacerbates this problem even further. In order to achieve the message rate for these heuristics, the software makes an adjustment to the message delay.
Intervisibilitv heuristics
The intervisibility heuristics implemented as part of this project and their characteristics are represented by Table 5 -A. A "X" in a column means the characteristic is supported by the implemented heuristic. 
Types of heuristics
Generally, intervisibility heuristics are of two types: the physical and the behavioral heuristics. Physical heuristics attempt to reduce the number of intervisibility determinations by using some physical characteristic of intervisibility whereas behavioral heuristics exploit vehicle behavior.
A good example of a physical heuristic is the symmetry heuristic (discussed in Section 5.1.2). It is based on the physical nature of light that if A can see B then B can see A. Thus, the physical nature of light is the basis behind this heuristic.
Behavioral heuristics attempt to reduce the intervisibility determinations by using some behavior being done by an entity. The coarse-grain and fine-grain heuristics are all behavioral heuristics.
Varying the base update rate
In battles fought in obstructed or hilly terrain, a low IUR may have a deleterious effect on the scenario. Sightings that could have been possible during periods of brief intervisibility may be missed. Hence, entities that could have been destroyed may survive to change the coarse of the battle.
Symmety heuristic
As already noted, intervisibility is symmetric and, equally important, lack of intervisibility is also symmetric. An obvious heuristic is to inform B when A determines that A H B. B keeps this result in a scratch area (an area in memory containing historical and heuristic specific information). When B does an intervisibility determination, it first consults the scratch area for an A H B result. The time at which A 1-> B is recorded because there may be a time interval between when A determines A i-p B and when B is determining if B H A. If the interval is "small ", the result supplied by A i-> B is accepted. If that interval is "large ", it is assumed that A or B has moved enough to invalidate the determination and B H A is determined.
History heuristic
It is often the case that when the outcome of an experiment or observation is consistent over time, people begin to assume the next outcome or observation will be the same. If a die is cast many times and always turns up 6, observers will eventually become convinced the result will continue to be 6 and will stop observing the rolls. This is not necessarily a bad thing; in the case of the die it is likely the die has a gimmick. In survival situations, spending less time on one activity frees time for other actions.
For the problem at hand, it is reasonable to assume that if A 1-> B for a "long" time, then it is likely that A H B the next intervisibility update. Similarly, if A doesn't see B for a "long" time, then it is likely the A will not see B the next intervisibility update.
The history heuristic is based on these ideas. The heuristic tracks the number of consecutive intervisibility determinations that have returned the same intervisibility value. When a threshold value is passed, intervisibility determinations are skipped effectively reducing the update rate. When a transition is made (sighted to not -sighted or vice versa), skips are again inhibited until a sufficient history accumulates.
It can be argued that this technique simply decreases the IUR. If transitions are rare this is true: a transition will occur and skipping will engage before the next transition. Hence, the intervisibility check rate is effectively lower at the time of transitions. On the other hand, if transitions are common, the IUR will increase at the first transition and repeated transitions will keep the rate high.
In actual combat situations, it is assumed transitions will come in bursts (several transitions followed by long gaps without transitions). In such a sit'mation, there r,ly be some delay for the first transition detection, but the others will be rapidly recognized.
Whereas the discrete history heuristic simply produces a bi.iary result (skip, do not skip), the fine -grain mechanism allows the heuristic to produce a range of values which are mapped to the number of skips to be done.
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The history heuristic is based on these ideas. The heuristic tracks the number of consecutive intervisibility determinations that have returned the same intervisibility value. When a threshold value is passed, intervisibility determinations are skipped effectively reducing the update rate. When a transition is made (sighted to not-sighted or vice versa), skips are again inhibited until a sufficient history accumulates.
In actual combat situations, it is assumed transitions will come in bursts (several transitions followed by long gaps without transitions). In such a situation, there r ay be some delay for the first transition detection, but the others will be rapidly recognized.
Whereas the discrete history heuristic simply produces a binary result (skip, do not skip), the fine-grain mechanism allows the heuristic to produce a range of values which are mapped to the number of skips to be done.
Discrete intervisibility determination avoidance (DIDA) heuristics
The idea is to reduce intervisibility computation by skipping some of the intervisibility determinations for an entity. The role of the heuristic is to decide when to skip. DIDA heuristics are also known as coarse -grain heuristics.
For DIDA heuristics, the IUR, which had been initially set to the BUR, is not modified.
Instead, intervisibility rate reduction is accomplished by skipping selected A -to -B intervisibility determinations.
The main fault with this technique is its granularity. If the BUR is set as low (; e., as infrequent) as is practical for realistic behavior, any skip (unless cunningly selected) is apt to cause behavior deterioration due to missed sightings. A natural tendency is to increase the BUR when discrete avoidance techniques are employed.
Boolean heuristics are desired for discrete intervisibility determinations. The only choice is either to skip or not to skip the A -to -B intervisibility determination under consideration. Many heuristics lend themselves to this approach. For example, they are along the lines of "skip if we did not skip the last check, we got the same result the last M times we checked, and we did not see an enemy approaching in the last N checks." Of course, the value returned when a skip is done should agree with the last value returned. It is unlikely we can predict a transition from not -sighted to sighted or vice versa. 5.1.5 Continuous intervisibility determination avoidance (CIDA) heuristics With CIDA heuristics, the interval between intervisibility determinations (IUD) is not necessarily an integer multiple of the BUD. The heuristics guess how long it is rafe to wait until the next intervisibility determination based on the behavior of the entities in the simulation. CIDA heuristics are also known as the fine -grain heuristics.
An optimal continuous avoidance algorithm would require separate IU messages for each A -to -9 intervisibility determination being considered. Because the time for the individual intervals could be any positive value, optimal delays could be used for the various intervisibility determinations. This approach was not seriously considered for this project because of technical problems in starting up and shutting down such a process, and the considerable programming and run time overhead involved.
Another approach is to adjust the interval between IU messages. This has the disadvantage of delaying a complete intervisibility update by an entity in order to delay a specific A -to -B intervisibility determination.
In cases where all of the A -to -B intervisibility determinations are willing to wait, the update rate may be slowed (a'. least temporarily). This approach was not used in these experiments.
One practical technique is to approximate continuous delays for individual intervisibility determinations by using a relatively high IUR (in comparis'n to the BUR) in combination with the discrete techniques. This "fine-grain" approach is supported in these exper ;ments. With suitable parameter adjustments (no algorithmic changes), the finegrain technique will delay most intervisibility determinations most of the time and 306 / Critical Reviews Vol. CR58
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Boolean heuristics are desired for discrete intervisibility determinations. The only choice is either to skip or not to skip the A-to-B intervisibility determination under consideration. Many heuristics lend themselves to this approach. For example, they are along the lines of "skip if we did not skip the last check, we got the same result the last M times we checked, and we did not see an enemy approaching in the last N checks." Of course, the value returned when a skip is done should agree with the last value returned. It is unlikely we can predict a transition from not-sighted to sighted or vice versa.
Continuous intervisibilitv determination avoidance (CIDA) heuristics
With CIDA heuristics, the interval between intervisibility determinations (IUD) is not necessarily an integer multiple of the BUD. The heuristics guess how long it is rafe to wait until the next intervisibility determination based on the behavior of the entities in the simulation. CIDA heuristics are also known as the fine-grain heuristics.
An optimal continuous avoidance algorithm would require separate IU messages for each A-to-B intervisibility determination being considered. Because the time for the individual intervals could be any positive value, optimal delays could be used for the various intervisibility determinations. This approach was not seriously considered for this project because of technical problems in starting up and shutting down such a process, and the considerable programming and run time overhead involved.
Another approach is to adjust the interval between IU messages. This has the disadvantage of delaying a complete intervisibility update by an entity in order to delay a specific A-to-B intervisibility determination.
In cases where all of the A-to-B interv.sibility determinations are willing to wait, the update rate may be slowed (a1 least temporarily). This approach was not used in these experiments.
One practical technique is to approximate continuous delays for individual intervisibility determinations by using a relatively high IUR (in comparison to the BUR) in combination with the discrete techniques.
This "fine-grain" approach is supported in these exper-ments. With suitable parameter adjustments (no algorithmic changes), the finegrain technique will delay most intervisibility determinations most of the time and "intelligently" select which A -to -B intervisibility determinations should be applied for a given IU message. With a high IUR, a reasonable approximation of arbitrarily selected delays between A -to -B intervisibility determinations is feasible.
CIDA heuristics should yield a continuum of values. For convenience, all such functions are constrained to yield a range from zero to one. Zero indicates a minimum delay should be used (another intervisibility determination is needed soon), whereas one indicates the next intervisibility determination may be delayed by the maximum allowed interva' The latter remark indicates a primary assumption of the project, every heuristic has a maximum allowed delay (which is the same as a minimum update rate; see Section 5.2).
The IUR should be high enough to approximate continuous delays substantially better than the BUR. But care should be taken that a high IUR (a low IUD) does not overload the system with IU messages to the extent of degrading the behavior. Moreover, these changes should be transparent to the user who expects the updates to happen at the BUR.
In these experiments the IUR is obtained by multiplying the BUR by a RATE factor. This value indicates the number of times intervisibility checks are actually requested by the system as a multiplier of the BUR.
Composite heuristics
The composite heuristics are composed of sub -heuristics which vote whether to do an intervisibility determination. Each sub -heuristic computes a metric (M) value based on certain characteristics of the current simulation state. The computed metrics for the various sub -heuristics are used to determine a weighted average. If the weighted average exceeds a threshold, an intervisibility determination is skipped.
Sighter and target -based heuristics (Table 5 -A) lend themselves to being composite heuristics. Composite heuristics can be either discrete (coarse-grain) or continuous (finegrain).
Update rate limits for heuristics
Although DIDA and CIDA heuristics could make recommendations for arbitrarily long delays between updates, it seems unlikely that very low IURs would be effective. None of the heuristics designed could be expected to correctly predict long transition free periods (unless a vehicle is destroyed). To prevent serious sighting delays, all the heuristics use a minimum sighting rate of half the user's requested rate (BUR). Oven a BUR of 4.0, this ensures that after a sighting at to another sighting will occur no later than (t0 +0.5) seconds.
DIDA heuristics
The coarse -grain heuristics receive update messages at the user specified BUR. Using the scratch area, these heuristics ensure that only one intervisibility determination is skipped for any two consecutive messages. Thus, for a BUR of 1.0, if an intervisibility Distributed Interactive Simulation Systems in the Aerospace Environment / 307 "intelligently" select which A-to-B intervisibility determinations should be applied for a given IU message. With a high IUR, a reasonable approximation of arbitrarily selected delays between A-to-B intervisibility determinations is feasible.
Composite heuristics
The composite heuristics are composed of sub-heuristics which vote whether to do an intervisibility determination. Each sub-heuristic computes a metric (M) value based on certain characteristics of the current simulation state. The computed metrics for the various sub-heuristics are used to determine a weighted average. If the weighted average exceeds a threshold, an intervisibility determination is skipped.
Sighter and target-based heuristics (Table 5 -A) lend themselves to being composite heuristics. Composite heuristics can be either discrete (coarse-grain) or continuous (finegrain).
Update rate limits for heuristics
Although DIDA and CIDA heuristics could make recommendations for arbitrarily long delays between updates, it seems unlikely that very low IURs would be effective. None of the heuristics designed could be expected to correctly predict long transition free perioas (unless a vehicle is destroyed). To prevent serious sighting delays, all the heuristics use a minimum sighting rate of half the user's requested rate (BUR). Given a BUR of 4.0, this ensures that after a sighting at tQ another sighting will occur no later than (tQ+0.5) seconds.
DIDA heuristics
The coarse-grain heuristics receive update messages at the user specified BUR. Using the scratch area, these heuristics ensure that only one intervisibility determination is skipped for any two consecutive messages. Thus, for a BUR of 1.0, if an intervisibility determination is done at to, the next determination will occur at either (t0 +1.0) or (t0 +2.0).
CIDA heuristics
This section discusses the minimum, maximum, and possible IURs for CIDA heuristics.
The minimum update rate for CIDA heuristics
The intervisibility scratch area keeps the last time an intervisibility determination was accomplished. When an IU message arrives, this area is checked ..nd, if necessary to avoid too great a gap between updates, an intervisibility determination is forced. When this happens in a fine -grain heuristic, the heuristic is invoked to determine a new interval before the next determination.
5.2.2.2
The maximum update rate for CIDA heuristics Although it is reasonable to hope heuristics could predict times when an accelerated rate would be beneficial, that is not a goal of this project. To this end, heuristic's recommendations are always bounded above by the user requested rate (BUR). This ensures the CGF Testbed Simulator will not attempt to do more frequent intervisibility determinations than the base system.
Possible update intervals for CIDA heuristics
For all the experiments completed, the fine -grain heuristics received IU messages at four times the BUR. So, for a BUR of 1.0 messages per second IU messages were received (approximately) every 0.25 seconds.
Heuristics and message overhead
The fins;-grain technique increases the message handling overhead by increasing the number of IU messages sent. The finer the granularity, the greater the overhead.
On an individual Simulator, the number of additional messages, for a fixed granularity, is bounded. Only the addition of local vehicles, vehicles created on this Simulator, adds to the message load. New remote vehicles, vehicles created on other Simulators, add no new messages.
The number of messages per unit time is easily computed as the message rate per vehicle times the number of vehicles. However, for the fine -grain updates the message rate is not the value requested by the user in the Simulator's configuration files (the BUR).
The fine -grain heuristics are designed to increase the message rate according to a multiplier. When this parameter is 1 no additional messages are generated. When it is R, the requested rate will approximate R times the user requested rate (because of delivery overhead, which increases with R, the actual rate will be less than expected, and the discrepancy will increase as R is increased). For these experiments, R was set to 4 (see Section 
5.2.2.3).
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Implemented heuristics
The heuristics implemented are:
Varying the intervisibility base update rate (BUR), The symmetry heuristic, The history heuristic (in coarse and fine -grain versions), and The composite heuristics (in coarse and fine -grain versions)
Varying the intervisibility base update rate
This is implemented as discussed in Section 5.1.1
Symmetry heuristic
The symmetry heuristic is implemented as discussed in Section 5.1.2.
History heuristic
For a discussion of the history heuristic see Section 5.1.3. This section discusses the mechanism that recommends whether to skip or not.
Both the coarse -grain and the fine -grain version of the history heuristic track the number of consecutive intervisibility determinations which have returned the same intervisibility value. In the coarse -grain version, the history of identical intervisibility values are compared to a threshold value. When the threshold value is exceded, intervisibility determinations are skipped effectively reducing the update rate. When a sighting transition is made (sighted to not -sighted or vice versa), skips are inhibited until a sufficient history accumulates.
The fine -grain version calculates a skip value after a sufficient sighting history accumulates; this value refers to the number of intervisibility determinations that can be safely skipped between the sighter and a target.
The formula used to calculate the skip value in the fine -grain version is:
Matches Interval where: Skip is the number of fine -grain intervisibility determinations to be skipped for this sighter /target pair RATE is the fine -grain multiplier (IUR = RATE BUR) MAX_SKIP is the maximum number of skips to preserve the minimum update rate (MAX_SKIP = 2 RATE -1) Matches is the number of consecutive intervisibility determinations yielding the same result Interval is the "full confidence interval ". Once Matches equals Interval the minimum update rate is used. This is a heuristic parameter.
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Implemented heuristics
• Varying the intervisibility base update rate (BUR), • The symmetry heuristic, • The history heuristic (in coarse and fine-grain versions), and • The composite heuristics (in coarse and fine-grain versions)
Varying the intervisibilitv base update rate
Symmetry heuristic
History heuristic
Both the coarse-grain and the fine-grain version of the history heuristic track the number of consecutive intervisibility determinations which have returned the same intervisibility value. In the coarse-grain version, the history of identical intervisibility values are compared to a threshold value. When the threshold value is exceeded, intervisibility determinations are skipped effectively reducing the update rate. When a sighting transition is made (sighted to not-sighted or vice versa), skips are inhibited until a sufficient history accumulates.
The fine-grain version calculates a skip value after a sufficient sighting history accumulates; this value refers to the number of intervisibility determinations that can be safely skipped between the sighter and a target.
The formula used to calculate the skip value in the fine-grain version is:
Matches
Interval is the number of fine-grain intervisibility determinations to be skipped for this sighter/target pair is the fine-grain multiplier (IUR = RATE BUR) is the maximum number of skips to preserve the minimum update rate
is the number of consecutive intervisibility determinations yielding the same result is the "full confidence interval". Once Matches equals Interval the minimum update rate is used. This is a heuristic parameter.
When there have been no matches, Skip will be RATE -1, which yields an IUR equal to the BUR. If the number of matches is as great as the interval, a heuristic parameter, the maximum number of skips will be done. 
Sighter -based heuristics
Sighter -based heuristics attempt to reduce the number of intervisibility determinations done by an entity by taking its behavior into account. The behavior may be some physical action of the entity, such as being stationary, or it may be some abstract behavior, such as having permission to fire.
Four sighter entity behaviors were characterized for this study:
1. The movement of the sighter, 2 The sighter's permission to fire, 3 . The sighter's ability to fire, and 4. The proximity of the sighter to enemy entities
In both the coarse -grain and fine -grain versions of the sighter -based heuristic, the rate at which the entity does intervisibility determinations is dynamically adjusted.
The .i'our sub -heuristics are assigned weights to increase or decrease their effects in deciding whether an intervisibility determination is required. A weighted average is computed to decide whether to do an intervisibility determination. In all cases, 0.0 indicates to do an intervisibility determination and 1.0 indicates NOT to do an intervisibility determination.
Any weight can be assigned to a sub -heuristic. The heuristic computes a metric for each behavior which is then multiplied by the weight assigned to it. For some behaviors this metric may be a boolean metric (0 or 1). For example, does an entity have permission to fire? For other behaviors this metric may be a floating point value; for example, the metric associated with the distance of a sighter to an enemy entity m. be large (small) if the sighter is near (far) from the enemy entity.
The weighted average of the metrics for all the behaviors is guaranteed to be in the interval 'Al]. The weighted average of the metrics is given by the following equation.
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Sighter-based heuristics
Sighter-based heuristics attempt to reduce the number of intervisibility determinations done by an entity by taking its behavior into account. The behavior may be some physical action of the entity, such as being stationary, or it may be some abstract behavior, such as having permission to fire.
1. The movement of the sighter, 2 The sighter's permission to fire, 3. The sighter's ability to fire, and 4. The proximity of the sighter to enemy entities
In both the coarse-grain and fine-grain versions of the sighter-based heuristic, the rate at which the entity does intervisibility determinations is dynamically adjusted.
The four sub-heuristics are assigned weights to increase or decrease their effects in deciding whether an intervisibility determination is required. A weighted average is computed to decide whether to do an intervisibility determination. In all cases, 0.0 indicates to do an intervisibility determination and 1.0 indicates NOT to do an intervisibility determination.
Any weight can be assigned to a sub-heuristic. The heuristic computes a metric for each behavior which is then multiplied by the weight assigned to it. For some behaviors this metric may be a boolean metric (0 or 1). For example, does an entity have permission to fire? For other behaviors this metric may be a floating point value; for example, the metric associated with the distance of a sighter to an enemy entity nr be large (small) if the sighter is near (far) from the enemy entity. For the coarse -grain heuristics, judging whether or not to skip an intervisibility determination requires that a split point (threshold) be determined within this range. If the weighted average is greater than the split point, an intervisibility determination should be skipped, whereas, a value less than the split value requires an intervisibility determination.
The fine -grain sighter heuristics are precise analogs to their coarse -grain versions. The key difference is that the composite vote of the heuristic elements no longer needs to be binary (no split point is needed) because the intervisibility determination is delay ed by is the maximum number of skips to preserve the minimum update rate (MAX_SKIP = 2 RATE -1) Weighted_average is the weighted average of the metrics of each sub -heuristic A weighted average of 0.0 will yield the maximum check rate (RATE -1) while a value of 1.0 will yield the minimum rate (MAX_SKIP).
Moving and stationary
This sub -heuristic is based on the premise that moving entities need to check intervisibility more often than stationary entities. This sub -heuristic requests the minimum rate for a stationary vehicle and the maximum rate for a vehicle moving at its For the coarse-grain heuristics, judging whether or not to skip an intervisibility determination requires that a split point (threshold) be determined within this range. If the weighted average is greater than the split point, an intervisibility determination should be skipped, whereas, a value less than the split value requires an intervisibility determination.
The fine-grain sighter heuristics are precise analogs to their coarse-grain versions. The key difference is that the composite vote of the heuristic elements no longer needs to be binary (no split point is needed) because the intervisibility determination is delayed by skipping intermediate fine-grain intervisibility determinations. In this case the number of fine-grain intervisibility determinations skipped is given by:
Skip -RATE -1 + (MAX _SKIP -RATE + 1) • Weighted _average
where: Skip is the number of fine-grain intervisibility determinations to be skipped RATE is the fine-grain multiplier (IUR = RATE ■ BUR) MAX_SKIP is the maximum number of skips to preserve the minimum update rate (MAX_SKIP = 2 • RATE -1) Weighted_average is the weighted average of the metrics of each sub-heuristic A weighted average of 0.0 will yield the maximum check rate (RATE-1) while a value of 1.0 will yield the minimum rate (MAX_SKIP).
Moving and stationary
This sub-heuristic is based on the premise that moving entities need to check intervisibility more often than stationary entities. This sub-heuristic requests the minimum rate for a stationary vehicle and the maximum rate for a vehicle moving at its "normal speed". When a vehicle is stationary, its "current speed" is 0 and the value of the metric, M1, is equal to 1. This means that the sub -heuristic requires an intervisibility determination to be skipped. As the vehicle builds up speed, its "current speed" rises with a corresponding decrease in the value of Ml. When the "current speed" equals the "normal speed ", M1 is 0 signifying that the sub -heuristic does not require any intervisibility determination to be skipped.
Permission to fire
It seems reasonable that entities that have permission to fire should conduct more intervisibility determinations than entities that do not. This sub -heuristic falls into the category of boolean sub -heuristics because an entity either does or does not have permission to fire. The implementation of the target based heuristics is very similar to the sighter-based heuristics except characteristics of the target are examined.
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When a vehicle is stationary, its "current speed" is 0 and the value of the metric, Mh is equal to 1. This means that the sub-heuristic requires an intervisibility determination to be skipped. As the vehicle builds up speed, its "current speed" rises with a corresponding decrease in the value of When the "current speed" equals the "normal speed", Mt is 0 signifying that the sub-heuristic does not require any intervisibility determination to be skipped.
Permission to fire
It seems reasonable that entities that have permission to fire should conduct more intervisibility determinations than entities that do not. This sub-heuristic falls into the category of boolean sub-heuristics because an entity either does or does not have permission to fire. 
M2 -
Proximity to target
It seems natural that an entity would do more intervisibility determinations when it is in the vicinity of enemy entities than when it is far away from them. The entity is considered "in the range" of an enemy entity if is lies within the maximum range of any weapon possessed by the target entity.
As the entity or sighter gets closer to the enemy or target entity more intervisibility determinations are done.
d is the distance to the target entity r is the maximum range of any weapon possessed by the sighter entity 5.4.4.2 Target-based heuristics Target-based heuristics reduce the number of intervisibility determinations done by a sighter to a particular target by taking into account the type, appearance and behavior of that target. Moreover, there is provision in the coarse-grain version to ignore targets that have been destroyed or have lost firepower and, thus, eliminate even the overhead of computing the weighted average.
The implementation of the target based heuristics is very similar to the sighter-based heuristics except characteristics of the target are examined.
Four target entity behaviors were characterized for this study: 
Estimated threat of target
Sighters do more intervisibility determinations to targets that are considered more threatening than to targets that are less threatening. A target's threat is determined by the priority the target has been given as a target for the weapons the sighter carries. Four target entity behaviors were characterized for this study:
1. The relative movement of the sighter and target 2. The estimated threat of the target 3. Target damage status and 4. The proximity of the sighter to a target
Relative movement of sighter and target
The movement dimension to this heuristic uses the sighter's and target's velocities to determine the speed at which they are closing/separating. The rational is sighters need to more carefully watch approaching targets.
where:
M5= 0.5 + --------2 • C
R is the rate the sighter and target are closing (in m/sec.), expected range [-C, C] C is the closing rate for the maximum update rate (12 m/sec. in these experiments)
If vehicles are separating rapidly R ^ -C, Ms = 0. If they are closing rapidly, R > C,m5= 1.
Estimated threat of target
Sighters do more intervisibility determinations to targets that are considered more threatening than to targets that are less threatening. A target's threat is determined by the priority the target has been given as a target for the weapons the sighter carries. 
.2.4 Proximity to target
Entities check more often when an enemy entity is relatively close. Close is computed in terms of the target's firing range, and the amount of attention paid is proportional to its distance (zero yields 0.0, a distance exactly equal to the target's firing range yields 1.0).
where: d is the distance to the target entity r is the maximum range of any weapon possessed by the target entity This behavior is similar to the case in the sighter -based heuristics where a sighter varied its IUR to a target depending on their relative distance. However, in one case the sighter's maximum weapons' range is used to determine its IUR while in the other, the target's maximum weapons' range is used.
In Figure 5 In these experiments, the vehicle's maximum weapons' ranges were identical. For simplicity, the target's maximum weapons' range was used for both sighter and arget based sub -heuristics,
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This behavior is similar to the case in the sighter-based heuristics where a sighter varied its IUR to a target depending on their relative distance. However, in one case the sighter's maximum weapons' range is used to determine its IUR while in the other, the target's maximum weapons' range is used.
In Figure 5 
.2.4-A Sighter and target maximum weapons' ranges
In contrast, consider the target-based sub-heuristic with A being the sighter entity and B being the target entity. A's IUR should increase. When B is the sighter entity, B's IUR should not increase. In these experiments, the vehicle's maximum weapons' ranges were identical. For simplicity, the target's maximum weapons' range was used for both sighter and arget based sub-heuristics.
Evaluation of the intervisibility heuristics
Evaluation of the heuristics requires:
Establishing the performance metrics, Data collection, and Heuristic ranking based on effectiveness.
This section addresses these points in detail.
Evaluation experiment
The performance of the intervisibility heuristics was evaluated in the context of a set of three standard military scenarios9.
The performance of the CGF Testbed Simulator in the area of intervisibility was measured and compared for heuristic and "base" versions in each scenario. The "base" versions were "no-heuristic" versions. Intervisibility performance was based on number of intervisibility determinations, sighting event times, and computational overhead.
A "sighting event" or "sighting" refers to the first detection of an unblocked line of sight between two entities for which there was no such line of sight just prior to the event The "sighting event time" is the simulation time of such an event.
Performance metrics
The following data was gathered:
The total number of sighting events, The sighting event time, the sighter and target IDs, and their locations, and The time, in clock ticks, at various stages of the intervisibility updating process.
For a scenario, the set of sighting events and sighting event times found by the noheuristic version is taken to be the "true" or "correct" set. When a heuristic is compared to the no-heuristic version the following cases arise:
Sighting events may be missed by a heuristic There may be extra sighting events in the heuristic output Sighting events may be delayed Sighting events may occur earlier Some sightings will be missed or be extra because of sampling error. Using coarse BUDs (1/2 second or more) makes it inevitable that some transitions will be missed, both by the heuristic version (labeled "missed ") and by the no-heuristic version (labeled "extra "). The ieal question is how many sightings are missed because of delayed checking. Extra sightings are always from sampling error since the heuristics never do more frequent checks than the no-heuristic version of the system. It seems likely (and experiments
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Evaluation of the intervisibilitv heuristics
• Establishing the performance metrics, • Data collection, and • Heuristic ranking based on effectiveness.
Evaluation experiment
Performance metrics
• The total number of sighting events, « The sighting event time, the sighter and target IDs, and their locations, and • The time, in clock ticks, at various stages of the intervisibility updating process.
For a scenario, the set of sighting events and sighting event times found by the no heuristic version is taken to be the "true" or "correct" set. When a heuristic is compared to the no-heuristic version the following cases arise:
• Sighting events may be missed by a heuristic • There may be extra sighting events in the heuristic output • Sighting events may be delayed • Sighting events may occur earlier Some sightings will be missed or be extra because of sampling error. Using coarse BUDs (1/2 second or more) makes it inevitable that some transitions will be missed, both by the heuristic version (labeled "missed") and by the no-heuristic version (labeled "extra"). The real question is how many sightings are missed because of delayed checking. Extra sightings are always from sampling error since the heuristics never do more frequent checks than the no-heuristic version of the system. It seems likely (and experiments support this) that the greater the average sighting delay for the System Under Test (SUT) the more misses will be recorded.
It is possible that the computational cost of computing some heuristic may exceed the cost of doing a real intervisibility determination. Both the sighter and target -based heuristics are quite complex, particularly when all their components are active. It is, therefore, not enough to simply count the number of intervisibility determinations done, rather, a comprehensive evaluation is needed that takes the computational cost of the heuristics in account.
Because the fine -grain heuristics produce a large number of internal messages, heuristics of this type must consider the message delivery overhead. With a sufficient RATE multiplier, the Simulator will spend most of its time delivering messages. It is necessary to account for this time both to determine an optimal multiplier and to evaluate the overall results.
To On the other hand, overhead for heuristics is proportional to the number of targets. If l is the number of local vehicles and m is the number of remote vehicles, the heuristic overhead is proportional to their product l *m, but message delivery is proportional to l only.
With this in mind, the sighting delays and the computational overhead of a heuristic are used in measuring the "cost" of the heuristic.
6.1.1.1 Savings calculation Naively, it may seem that the effectiveness of using a heuristic is the difference between the number of point -to -point intervisibility determinations expected by a user for the scenario with a particular setting of the BUD and the number of point -to -point intervisibility determinations actually done by a scenario. This is not true because the savings obtained may be optimistic as the heuristic overhead has not been taken into account. If the overhead to use the heuristic is high, the savings from a reduction in the number of intervisibility determinations may be offset. It is the net savings that must be used to evaluate the quality of a heuristic, not just the reduction in intervisibility computations.
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support this) that the greater the average sighting delay for the System Under Test (SUT) the more misses will be recorded.
It is possible that the computational cost of computing some heuristic may exceed the cost of doing a real intervisibility determination. Both the sighter and target-based heuristics are quite complex, particularly when all their components are active. It is, therefore, not enough to simply count the number of intervisibility determinations done, rather, a comprehensive evaluation is needed that takes the computational cost of the heuristics in account.
Because the fine-grain heuristics produce a large number of internal messages, heuristics of this type must consider the message delivery overhead. With a sufficient RATE multiplier, the Simulator will spend most of its time delivering messages. It is necessary to account for this time both to determine an optimal multiplier and to evaluate the overall results.
To accomplish this, each time a clock interrupt occurs, the interrupt handler determines whether intervisibility code is active and, if so, at what level (message delivery, heuristic processing, or in the actual intervisibility computations). The results are formatted to indicate how much time was spent on the overall intervisibility calculations and on the individual parts of the intervisibility process.
It was found that message delivery time was a minor issue. Measurements yield delivery time on the order of 1/4 to 1/2 milliseconds (4000-2000 deliveries/sec.). As the number of targets rises the issue becomes even less important. (If there are no targets, all the intervisibility time is in overhead, and delivery time may be important).
On the other hand, overhead for heuristics is proportional to the number of targets. If l is the number of local vehicles and m is the number of remote vehicles, the heuristic overhead is proportional to their product l*m, but message delivery is proportional to l only.
With ihis in mind, the sighting delays and the computational overhead of a heuristic are used in measuring the "cost" of the heuristic.
6.1.1.1 Savings calculation Naively, it may seem that the effectiveness of using a heuristic is the difference between the number of point-to-point intervisibility determinations expected by a user for the scenario with a particular setting of the BUD and the number of point-to-point intervisibility determinations actually done by a scenario. This is not true because the savings obtained may be optimistic as the heuristic overhead has not been taken into account. If the overhead to use the heuristic is high, the savings from a reduction in the number of intervisibility determinations may be offset. It is the net savings that must be used to evaluate the quality of a heuristic, not just the reduction in intervisibility computations.
The effectiveness of a heuristic is represented as the ratio system has to incur to use it. Thus, we have:
Eh, s = Table 6 .1.1.1 -A tabulates the data used to compute the Overhead Multiplier (OM). The OM for a heuristic is a measure of the overhead associated with using that heuristic. It is defined as the ratio of the total time spent processing point -to -point intervisibility determinations between vehicles with the heuristic to the total time spent in doing these determinations without a heuristic. The OM for each heuristic was computed by using a scenario consisting of 6 Blue and 6 Red circling vehicles so as to generate the maximum number of intervisibility checks. The invariable nature of the OM for each heuristic eliminates the need for computing it for each scenario. The denominator 53.9 used in computing traw is the number of point -to -point interv=sibility determinations done per clock tick without using any heuristic. It is used to give an estimate of the time it would take, in clock ticks, to do the same number of
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The effectiveness of a heuristic is represented as the ratio of its savings to the cost the system has to incur to use it. Thus, we have:
where: Eh,s is the effectiveness of heuristic h for scenario s Sh,s is the savings in the number of intervisibility determinations achieved by heuristic h for scenario s Ch,s is the cost of using heuristic h for scenario s. Table 6 .1.1.1-A tabulates the data used to compute the Overhead Multiplier (OM). The OM for a heuristic is a measure of the overhead associated with using that heuristic. It is defined as the ratio of the total time spent processing point-to-point intervisibility determinations between vehicles with the heuristic to the total time spent in doing these determinations without a heuristic. The OM for each heuristic was computed by using a scenario consisting of 6 Blue and 6 Red circling vehicles so as to generate the maximum number of intervisibility checks. The invariable nature of the OM for each heuristic eliminates the need for computing it for each scenario. where: Heur Name of the heuristic (refer to Section 5) kaw Number of point-to-point intervisibility determinations done Tics Total time spent by the SUT exercising intervisibility code (includes all heuristic overhead) traw Time that would be taken if no heuristic was being used to do the checks (traw = Raw 153-9) OM Overhead multiplier (OM = Tics / traw)
The denominator 53.9 used in computing traw is the number of point-to-point interv:sibility determinations done per clock tick without using any heuristic. It is used to give an estimate of the time it would take, in clock ticks, to do the same number of intervisibility checks as that done by a heuristic. The clock tick is a measure of the granularity of the system clock. The clock in the personal computer used for the CGF Simulator ticks every 0.054945 seconds.
After the overhead multiplier has been determined, the savings Sh,s can be determined.
Sh,s = (1 -err Oh)) * 100.0 where r1 is the number of sightings that heuristic h does in scenario s and Oh is the OM for heuristic h.
Example:
Assume the "Trg" heuristic does only 75% of the intervisibility determinations done by the no-heuristic version in the same scenario, thus showing an apparent saving of 25 %. However, if it has an overhead multiplier of 1.05 the real saving is:
Sh,s =1 -(0.75 x1.05) = 0.2125 or 21.25% 6.1.1.2 Missed and extra sightings calculation It may seem that a heuristic should be penalized for "missed" sighting events. A sighting event is considered "missed" by a heuristic if it failed to produce a sighting event found by the no-heuristic version. It may be argued that a heuristic must be "bad" if it misses many sighting events (and "good" if it does not). However, the situation is more complicated than that.
When a scenario is repeated results from the second run are not generally the same as in the first run. Small system perturbations from various non -deterministic events, such as network packet delivery times, have cumulative effects resulting in different intervisibility determination sampling (although the frequency is the same). For a BUD of 1.0. if an entity becomes visible for less than a second, any given run may miss the event while another might see it. This at first may seem unlikely but the scenarios often offer opposing vehicles separated by kilometers of busy terrain. Such conditions often yield very short periods of visibility.
It was found that a no-heuristic simulator run against the test scenarios showed approximately 5% variability from run to run in terms of missed and extra sightings. For example, if two runs are made with the identical no-heuristic version and compared, the second will typically show about 5 extra signings and 5 missed sightings for each 200 sighting events in the run. In this case, the labels are absolutely correct: sightings labeled "extra" are sightings found in the second run and missed in the first run; sightings labeled "missed" are those found in the first run but not found for the second run. The values are usually about equal because neither run has any advantage; ultimately both figures represent sightings missed by test runs.
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intervisibility checks as that done by a heuristic. The clock tick is a measure of the granularity of the system clock. The clock in the personal computer used for the CGF Simulator ticks every 0.054945 seconds.
Sh,s = (i -cn*0*)) * ioo.o
where T| is the number of sightings that heuristic h does in scenario s and Oh is the OM for heuristic h.
Example:
Assume the "Trg" heuristic does only 75% of the intervisibility determinations done by the no-heuristic version in the same scenario, thus showing an apparent saving of 25%. However, if it has an overhead multiplier of 1.05 the real saving is:
Sh,s = 1 -(0.75 xl.05) = 0.2125 or 21.25% 6.1.1.2 Missed and extra sightings calculation It may seem that a heuristic should be penalized for "missed" sighting events. A sighting event is considered "missed" by a heuristic if it failed to produce a sighting event found by the no-heuristic version. It may be argued that a heuristic must be "bad" if it misses many sighting events (and "good" if it does not). However, the situation is more complicated than that.
When a scenario is repeated results from the second run are not generally the same as in the first run. Small system perturbations from various non-deterministic events, such as network packet delivery times, have cumulative effects resulting in different intervisibility determination sampling (although the frequency is the same). For a BUD of 1.0. if an entity becomes visible for less than a second, any given run may miss the event while another might see it. This at first may seem unlikely but the scenarios often offer opposing vehicles separated by kilometers of busy terrain. Such conditions often yield very short periods of visibility.
It would be difficult to directly reflect the missed events in the computation of the heuristic's cost. One real difficulty to overcome, beyond the variability problem, was how to allow for the misses generated by sighter and target -based heuristics which intentionally "missed" many sightings (such as from or to destroyed vehicles). Misses, other than those caused through sampling variation, are closely tied to the mean and standard deviation for the sighting delays. Heuristics that delayed sightings greatly are prone to miss sightings.
Analysis of the results of the combat scenarios (see Section 6.1.2), excluding the sighter and target data, revealed a positive correlation between the raw metric used for evaluation and the number of misses seen for the heuristic /scenario trial. The correlation was not very high (correlation coefficient was 0.374). The low correlation, the variability from run to run, and the difficulty of accounting for the misses led us to ignore this factor in evaluation.
Sighting delay calculation
The "sighting delay" is the difference in the simulation times of the same sighting event in the heuristic and no-heuristic version. The sighting delays must be a factor in determining a heuristic's cost (and hence its effectiveness). A heuristic should be penalized for delays; a heuristic that "sees" events earlier is preferable to another that "sees" them later. The absolute mean of the delays is used as one of the measures of the cost of using a heuristic.
One may argue that the mean of the signed delays should have been used instead of the absolute value, because if there are early sightings by a heuristic, it should be credited for it. However, the heuristics are not designed to sight earlier and most of the sighting's delays are positive. There may be some negative delays in sightings (i.e., sighting,. were done earlier) but these are generally due to sampling variations. A heuristic should not be given credit for sampling variations and so a signed value should not be used.
Another parameter used in the cost equation is the standard deviation of the absolute delay s. If two heuristics have the same sightings delays, the heuristic having a smaller standard deviation is preferred over the other.
Although the cost of a heuristic should rise with the standard deviation, the standard deviation is deemed to be of less importance than the mean. To reduce the impact of the standard deviation its square root is used. The square root of a positive number is closer to 1 than the number itself, so using the square root of the standard deviation in the product rather than the standard deviation itself will result in the deviation contributing less to the metric. This has the net effect of requiring the standard deviation to quadruple to have the same impact as doubling the mean.
Heuristic cost calculation
Combining the cost parameters we obtain the following equation for the raw measure of the cost of using a heuristic h for scenario s,
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It would be difficult to directly reflect the missed events in the computation of the heuristic's cost. One real difficulty to overcome, beyond the variability problem, was how to allow for the misses generated by sighter and target-based heuristics which intentionally "missed" many sightings (such as from or to destroyed vehicles). Misses, other than those caused through sampling variation, are closely tied to the mean and standard deviation for the sighting delays. Heuristics that delayed sightings greatly are prone to miss sightings.
Analysis of the results of the combat scenarios (see Section 6.1.2), excluding the sighter and target data, revealed a positive correlation between the raw metric used for evaluation and the number of misses seen for the heuristic/scenario trial. The correlation was not very high (correlation coefficient was 0.374). The low correlation, the variability from run to run, and the difficulty of accounting for the misses led us to ignore this factor in evaluation.
Sighting delay calculation
One may argue that the mean of the signed delays should have been used instead of the absolute value, because if there are early sightings by a heuristic, it should be credited for it. However, the heuristics are not designed to sight earlier and most of the sighting's delays are positive. There may be some negative delays in sightings sighting:, were done earlier) but these are generally due to sampling variations. A heuristic should not be given credit for sampling variations and so a signed value should not be used.
Heuristic cost calculation
Combining the cost parameters we obtain the following equation for the raw measure of the cost of using a heuristic h for scenario s.
Rh, s= ILL * where:
Rh,s is the raw measure of the cost of using heuristic h for scenario s t is the absolute mean of the sighting delays induced by heuristic h for scenario s o is the absolute standard deviation of the sighting delays
The run to run variation (Section 6.1. The experiment consisted of running the unmodified and several versions of the heuristically modified Simulator with each of these scenarios and collecting data for analysis. Data is collected as sighting information whenever the ir.,-,rvisibility between vehicles transitions from blocked to unblocked.
Data collection
A project of this complexity requires the analysis of large amounts of data. The scenarios that were developed for the evaluation of heuristics ran from 6 to 10. For each scenario, data was collected for 7 heuristics. Two runs were made without heuristics; one became the reference data, and the other a "base version" used to evaluate run to run variability.
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Rh,s -JLL where: Rh,s is the raw measure of the cost of using heuristic h for scenario s (i is the absolute mean of the sighting delays induced by heuristic h for scenario s o is the absolute standard deviation of the sighting delays
The run to run variation (Section 6.1.1.2) is factored into the heuristic cost:
_
Ol, S -------------
Ro, s
where: Ch,s is the cost of using heuristic h for scenario s Rh,s is the raw measure of the cost of using heuristic h for scenario 5 and Ro,s is the nominal cost (variation) from run to run and is calculated from two runs of the no heuristic version
After the cost of using a heuristic Ch,s is determined, the effectiveness Eh.s is computed by dividing the savings Sh,s by the heuristic cost. The experiment consisted of running the unmodified and several versions of the heuristically modified Simulator with each of these scenarios and collecting data for analysis. Data is collected as sighting information whenever the ir.iorvisibility between vehicles transitions from blocked to unblocked.
Data collection
Scenario divergence
Initially, data was collected by creating a point -to -point network (to reduce network processing) between two Simulators; each running its part of the scenario. This approach did not prove viable. Because of the ill conditioned nature of the ecneriment9, a second run of a scenario would usually diverge from the first. Hence message delivery would not follow the same order which indirectly caused vehicles to travel slightly perturbed routes, leading to ever more important differences between the runs. By the end of a run of more than a few minutes the sighting event histories would be very different.
Logging the scenarios
The problem of scenario divergence was solved by logging each scenario's network traffic. For the evaluation of a system, the logged data was replayed; the scenarios were recreated exactly in terms of the network activity. The logging process was automated to remove errors in synchronizing the start and end of the scenarios. Two personal computers ran the Simulators, while a third logged the network traffic. The experiment was isolated on a LAN.
Scenario playback for testing heuristics
To conduct an experiment, a scenario log was played back to generate test data for heuristic evaluation using a two PC point -to -point arrangement. One PC played the logged scenarios repeatedly, while the second PC ran a modified Simulator that did intervisibility tests between entities that were on remote machines.
Fxperimental results
All the components of the sighter and target -based heuristics, both the fine and coarsegrain versions, were given equal weights so all of the components could be exercised (refer to Section 5.4.4.1 and Section 5.4.4.2).
6.2.1 Heuristics' performance by scenario Table 6 .2.1 -A displays the data used to compute the run to run variance, an important factor in calculating a heuristic's cost (refer to Section 6.1.1.4). The 4l and the 161 values are obtained by running the no-heuristic version twice and comparing the data. Initially, data was collected by creating a point-to-point network (to reduce network processing) between two Simulators; each running its part of the scenario. This approach did not prove viable. Because of the ill conditioned nature of the experiment9, a second run of a scenario would usually diverge from the first. Hence message delivery would not follow the same order which indirectly caused vehicles to travel slightly perturbed routes, leading to ever more important differences between the runs. By the end of a run of more than a few minutes the sighting event histories would be very different.
Logging the scenarios
Scenario playback for testing heuristics
To conduct an experiment, a scenario log was played back to generate test data for heuristic evaluation using a two PC point-to-point arrangement. One PC played the logged scenarios repeatedly, while the second PC ran a modified Simulator that did intervisibility tests between entities that were on remote machines.
Experimental results
All the components of the sighter and target-based heuristics, both the fine and coarsegrain versions, were given equal weights so all of the components could be exercised (refer to Section 5.4.4.1 and Section 5.4.4.2).
6.2.1 Heuristics' performance by scenario Table 6 .2.1-A displays the data used to compute the run to run variance, an important factor in calculating a heuristic's cost (refer to Section 6.1.1.4). The Ipl and the lal values are obtained by running the no-heuristic version twice and comparing the data. The rasults of varying the BUR are: Interestingly, all heuristics performed well in vigorous situations. The combat scenarios appeared predominantly on the right of each line and the non -combat on the left.
To determine the overall effectiveness Eh of a heuristic a weighted average is used. Since heuristics have more to offer in the combat scenarios, more weight (3 times) is given to such scenarios than to non -combat scenarios. Eh is computed as: Using this metric the heuristics are "ranked" in Table 6 .2.2 -A. The `able also shows the overall savings, Sh, and the overall cost, Ch. Using this metric the heuristics are "ranked" in Table 6 .2.2-A. The 'able also shows the overall savings, Sh, and the overall cost, Ch. Data was gathered by running the Simulator with different BUR settings (2.0, 0.67, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.2) to see the effects of the IUR on the sightings. Table 6. 2.2 -A shows that except for BUR 0.67 and BUR 0.5, the BUR -based heuristics performed poorly and are at the bottom of the rankings. BUR 0.67 and BUR 0.5 seem to perform better than the target -based heuristic; but this is partly an illusion.
In contrast to fixed BURs, the target -based heuristic (as well as all other heuristics) save "intelligently." Intervisibility determinations are delayed only when they are deemed acceptable, for example, when a scenario is calm. However, no delays are allowed when the scenario becomes more active, for example, when combat starts.
Evaluation comments
Even the least effective heuristic studied (coarse -grain target) saves almost 40% of the intervisibility determinations for some scenarios; for example, Delay with Combat. It does this with high effectiveness. It can be argued that combat situations are where the heuristics are most needed because this is the most typical use of CGF systems.
The sighter and target -based heuristics seem very reasonable; for example, destroyed vehicles should not be sighted or attempt to sight. The other components of these composite heuristics are similarly reasonable, but time did not permit experimental validation of each component individually. The components taken together performed well.
Symmetry is shown to save on the order of 50% for all scenarios. This is a very intuitive result; because of the way symmetry works, one would expect it to eliminate half of the intervisibility determinations. The fact that this result was found in the experiment adds credibility to the experimental method used. Of course, the symmetry heuristic was tested only for entities that were generated by the same Simulator. Applying the symmetry heuristic across multiple Simulators (i.e., multiple network nodes) would require network traffic to communicate the symmetry results. It is not at all clear whether the reduction in intervisibility processing produced by the symmetry heuristic is worth the additional network processing.
7 Conclusions and future work
Conclusions
For this project, a number of intervisibility heuristics were designed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated within a CGF system. The overall goal of the heuristics was to reduce the overall computational expense of intervisibility determination in CGF systems without materially affecting the realism of the autonomous behavior produced by those systems. The results show that the implemented intervisibility heuristics save substantial portions of the processing devoted to intervisibility checks, ranging from 10% to 50 %.
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Data was gathered by running the Simulator with different BUR settings (2.0, 0.67, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.2) to see the effects of the IUR on the sightings. Table 6. 2.2-A shows that except for BUR 0.67 and BUR 0.5, the BUR-based heuristics performed poorly and are at the bottom of the rankings. BUR 0.67 and BUR 0.5 seem to perform better than the target-based heuristic; but this is partly an illusion.
In contrast to fixed BURs, the target-based heuristic (as well as all other heuristics) save "intelligently." Intervisibility determinations are delayed only when they are deemed acceptable, for example, when a scenario is calm. However, no delays are allowed when the scenario becomes more active, for example, when combat starts.
Evaluation comments
Even the least effective heuristic studied (coarse-grain target) saves almost 40% of the intervisibility determinations for some scenarios; for example, Delay with Combat. It does this with high effectiveness. It can be argued that combat situations are where the heuristics are most needed because this is the most typical use of CGF systems.
The sighter and target-based heuristics seem very reasonable; for example, destroyed vehicles should not be sighted or attempt to sight. The other components of these composite heuristics are similarly reasonable, but time did not permit experimental validation of each component individually. The components taken together performed well.
Symmetry is shown to save on the order of 50% for all scenarios. This is a very intuitive result; because of the way symmetry works, one would expect it to eliminate half of the intervisibility determinations. The fact that this result was found in the experiment adds credibility to the experimental method used. Of course, the sy mmetry heuristic was tested only for entities that were generated by the same Simulator. Applying the symmetry heuristic across multiple Simulators (i.e., multiple network nodes) would require network traffic to communicate the symmetry results. It is not at all clear whether the reduction in intervisibility processing produced by the symmetry heuristic is worth the additional network processing.
Conclusions and future work
Conclusions
For this project, a number of intervisibility heuristics were designed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated within a CGF system. The overall goal of the heuristics was to reduce the overall computational expense of intervisibility determination in CGF systems without materially affecting the realism of the autonomous behavior produced by those systems. The results show that the implemented intervisibility heuristics save substantial portions of the processing devoted to intervisibility checks, ranging from 10% to 50%.
Moreover, these savings were achieved at little cost in terms of CGF behavior realism.
The behavior generated by the CGF system would be expected to suffer if an intervisibility heuristic significantly delayed the times at which hostile entities were sighted. That did not occur; the average sighting delay imposed by the various heuristics fell in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 seconds. Such a delay is negligible, especially in light of the tremendous savings in processing.
Computer generated forces are becoming increasingly complex as additional functionality is being added and more realistic behaviors are expected. It makes sense that some of the computational load be removed so that the CGF system can give more time to processing additional functions.
These results can be of great importance to CGF systems. By using one of these heuristics, the computational load of intervisibility determination can be greatly reduced, thereby freeing computational capacity that can be applied to generating more sophisticated behavior, performing more realistic physical modeling, or simply controlling more entities on a given system. Because these heuristics are completely independent of the terrain database format, they can be applied to any CGF system. Therefore, one or more intervisibility heuristics should be seriously considered for inclusion in any real -time CGF system. Moreover, these savings were achieved at little cost in terms of CGF behavior realism. The behavior generated by the CGF system would be expected to suffer if an intervisibility heuristic significantly delayed the times at which hostile entities were sighted. That did not occur; the average sighting delay imposed by the various heuristics fell in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 seconds. Such a delay is negligible, especially in light of the tremendous savings in processing.
These results can be of great importance to CGF systems. By using one of these heuristics, the computational load of intervisibility determination can be greatly reduced, thereby freeing computational capacity that can be applied to generating more sophisticated behavior, performing more realistic physical modeling, or simply controlling more entities on a given system. Because these heuristics are completely independent of the terrain database format, they can be applied to any CGF system. There/ore, one or more intervisibility heuristics should be seriously considered for inclusion in any real-time CGF system.
Future work
Perhaps the biggest unanswered question, and, thereby, an opportunity for future work, is what might happen if the different heuristics were combined? Put another way, what would the effectiveness and cost be of the heuristics used in various combinations? Time constraints did not permit the examination of this issue in the project. Symmetry especially seems to be a likely candidate for combination with other heuristics , as its basic idea is very different from the other heuristics.
